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ABSTRACT 

The paper presents the results of examination of copper samples exposed to a diffuse discharge initiated by a runaway 
electron beam in air under normal pressure. The changes in the chemical composition of the surface layers of copper 
caused by the action of the discharge were investigated. It has been found that the oxygen and carbon concentrations in 
the surface layers depend on the number of discharge pulses. The study was aimed at finding possible ways of using this 
type of discharge in research and industry. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
Studies on the surface modification of various materials by electrical discharges aimed at giving the materials new 
properties have been carried out for a long time, and quite a lot of meaningful results have been obtained in this area. As 
an example, we can cite the studies on nitriding of the surface of titanium [1] and on oxidation of iron and its alloys [2]. 
Deposition of various thin films on metal surfaces [3] can also be considered a surface modification technique. The 
relevant studies and the development of new methods of surface modification have the goal of generating new surface 
properties not typical of metals in the normal state. For example, nitriding of the surface of titanium not only changes the 
color of the metal, but also improves its wear resistance. An oxide film deposited on the surface of iron prevents 
penetration of atmospheric oxygen into the bulk metal, thereby protecting it from corrosion and destruction. 

In recent years we have studied a new type of volumetric gas discharge, namely, the runaway electrons preionized 
diffuse discharge (REP DD) [4]. The distinguishing feature of this type of discharge is that it is volumetric at 
atmospheric and higher pressure of the working gas. The other feature is that the discharge does not require preionization 
of the gas for its initiation. 

Progress in studying the properties of REP DDs gave us impetus to seeking their possible applications. Here we present 
the results of our investigations of the action of a diffuse discharge initiated by a runaway electron beam in air under 
normal pressure on copper. 

2. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP 
Experimental investigations of the REP DD action on various materials were carried out on a modernized setup based on 
a RADAN-220 generator, which produced voltage pulses of amplitude ~360 kV (open-circuit voltage), FWHM ~0.7 ns 
(across a matched load), and rise time ~0.5 ns. Measurements have shown that the peak current was ~3 kA and the total 
discharge current pulse duration was ~13 ns (the duration of the discharge current first half-period was ~3 ns) (Fig. 1). 
Irradiation of samples was performed in a repetitive pulse mode at a pulse repetition rate of 1 Hz. A tube of diameter 
6 mm made of titanium foil of thickness 50 µm was used as a cathode and a plate of thickness about 200 µm cut from 
specially prepared copper foil was used as an anode. The electrode gap spacing was 18 mm. The experiment was carried 
out in an open chamber in atmospheric pressure air (Fig. 2). 

The samples were prepared by polishing followed by rinsing with distilled water and alcohol in an ultrasonic bath. After 
wiping, a sample was placed in the discharge chamber where it was treated by a diffuse discharge operating in 
atmospheric pressure air (Fig. 3). 
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content in the as-prepared samples allows us to be confident that the samples were well protected during inter-test 
periods and the cleaned metal surface was only slightly influenced by the atmospheric air.  

Rinsing the sample in an ultrasonic bath reduced the concentration of hydrocarbons in the surface layers, as evidenced by 
a decrease in carbon concentration, but significantly increased the concentration of oxygen (by up to 18% at.) for a 
considerable depth (300 nm). 

The discharge treatment of copper additionally removed carbon-containing compounds from the surface, but made it 
even more oxidized. It should be noted that the oxygen content in the surface layers significantly depended on the 
irradiation dose and on that whether the surface was directly exposed to the discharge. This follows from the difference 
in oxygen concentration between the central region of diameter ~2.5 cm (see Fig. 3b) and the edge of the sample exposed 
to the discharge. 
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Figure 5. Nanohardness changes in niobium versus load and depth. 

Study of the hardness of the treated copper samples shows (see Fig. 5) that its hardrness slightly increased after discharge 
treatment, then began to decreased with the increasing of the exposure dose. Apparently, products, which was formed on 
the copper surface in the plasma chemical reactions, have more porous structure than the initial samples. This theory will 
be checked in further experiments on structural study of the samples. 

4. CONCLUSIONS 
The oxidation of copper in the atmospheric air is a self-extinguishing process, as the growing oxide film prevents oxygen 
from penetration into the metal bulk, and goes through two stages. The first stage is the formation of a primary film 
consisting of a mixture of oxides and pure dicopper oxide. This process can last from several weeks to several years. In 
this case, the copper becomes brownish-red. The dominant oxide is Cu2O. In some cases, the film darkens, acquiring a 
black color characteristic of CuO. The second stage occurs when the oxide layer reaches a certain thickness and a layer 
of copper salts starts forming on it. Thus, on the surface of copper oxidized in the atmospheric air, a protective layer is 
formed whose physical and chemical properties, different from those of the original material, are responsible for the 
different colors of the layer (from brown to black) with different (greenish and bluish) tints [7].  

However, in our experiments, we observed a bluish white layer on the surface of copper exposed to a REP diffuse 
discharge. From the data available in the literature, we know only one copper compound, which could be colored white. 
This is tenorite, which has the formula of copper oxide (CuO), but a different crystal lattice. As mentioned above, the 
interaction of a REP DD with air results in the formation of nitrogenous compounds containing NO and NH groups and 
compounds containing OH groups. When the interaction is prolonged, nitric acid (HNO3) vapors are also formed [5]. 
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It is probable that the discharge gives rise to chemical reactions resulting in the formation of copper compounds colored 
blue or dark blue, such as 

3Cu + 8HNO3 = 3Cu(NO3)2 + 2NO + 4H2O. 

The copper nitrate Cu(NO3)2 is originally white; however, in the presence of water, it becomes blue crystalline hydrate 
[8]. The formation of nitrogenous compounds on copper surfaces is confirmed by the appearance of green inclusions 
under the action of the diffuse discharge plasma (Fig. 6). 

 
Figure 6. The surface of a copper sample exposed to 2000 discharge pulses. 

In this experiment, the discharge current density was increased by decreasing the cathode tube diameter to 6 mm and the 
electrode gap spacing to 11 mm. The sample surface was exposed to 2000 discharge pulses.  

As can be seen in Fig. 3, the sample surface is riddled with green inclusions. Analysis has shown that the inclusion 
material is copper nitride (Cu3N). In our conditions, the copper nitride could be formed as a result of the following 
reactions: 

3Cu O + 2NH3 = 2Cu3N + 3H2O, 

6CuO + 4NH3 = 2Cu3N + N2 + 6H2O, 

and 

6Cu + 2NH3 = 2Cu3N + 3H2 [8, 9]. 

Thus, it can be stated that the most effective processes occurring on a copper surface exposed to a pulsed diffuse 
discharge initiated by a runaway electron beam are 

- removal of carbon-containing compounds and  

- oxidation. 

When the discharge power is high enough and the exposure is prolonged, nitrogenous compounds can be formed on the 
exposed surface. 
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